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The trials and tribulations of northeastern
United States have not passed by Vortex.. This
older city of ethnic neighborhoods has PAtnessed
a fifty percent drop in its public school

and a catastrophic decline in economic
fortunes. Coal mining characterized its early
days; now Vortex is clinging to a handful of
industries and its place as the hub of a ground
transportation network. A

Pennsylvania has a reputation for volatile
exchanges in the domain of collective bargain-
ing: again, Vortex is no exception. The state
educational agency is known for placing regula-
tory demands on loc districts and for its im-
plementation of intermediate districts beg nning
in 1963. All of these elements arNaptur in
the following portrayal.

We particularly sought the cooperation of
Vortex residents and schools because of their
purported relationships with the intermediate
unit.- Cur study confirmed this situation. In

addition, we were struck by the presence of 1 .

trio of other factors: (1) an outstanding
middle school (grades 6-8) based on an "open
space" concept; (2) widespread utilization of
instructional media in the elementary grades;
(3) a growing sense of dependency, by both
community and educational institutions, upon
the fe4eral government.

Circumstances unique to the Vortex setting
offered an opportunity for conducting a compre-
hensive site visit. The pair of site study re-
ports accompanying the case study highlight items
one and two; closing pages of the study serve as
a backdrop for anticipating future expansion of
state and federal policies in the operation of
local schools.

5
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

"It's the center of ethnicity," declared a young businessman who boarded my Allegheny
flight in Pittsburgh.. "Sometimei your departure from the plane is delayed because fi
Or so relatives and friends may be on hand to greet an arrival--and you know how they ca

for one another." At noon the following day, a school supervisor and native of the city
added to his remarks. I had commented on the beautiful, old-world architecture, and she

replied:

Yes, it's a reflection of our great mixture of peoples. We have few blacks
and Hispanos, and most of those who are here arrived many years ago; but the
city was settled by Italians, Welsh, Irish, Polish, andinavic immigrqflts.
The Julian calendar, for example, is 'still observed by numerous fdmilies in

the area.

Later,. .the high school principal said: "If you're looking fora place to study prob-
lems, you've come to the.right one because we have all of them." He was referring to a
prolonged teachers' Strike a year past, to continuing fiscal difficulties, and to a recent
court decision upholding an arbitrator's decision that department heads should be rein-

stated in secondary schools. During the approximately thirty-six hours of my initial 4

Visit, a veritable litany of issues was confronting school officials. Assistant principals

in the high schools and junior high6 were.rearranging pupil and teacher schedules in order
to accommodate the,court decree. Supervisors and coordinators were implementing cutbAks

in curriculum offerings in response to budget slashes. Meanwhile, students were staging

protests, signing petitions, and generally opposing those same reductions. The day before,

the city library had announced curtailment of services because the tkard of school directors

hat refused to increase its financial subsidy to this civic institution, and the board also
had become embroiled in conflict with a local publi4 employees' union as a result of the
ormer's decision to hire a private firm to collect taxes rather than continue reliance on

municipal authority. SuCh activity appears to be indigenous to the community, because

ib is described by a local newspaper as "a highly politicized town with a history of wrang-
ling and ethnic divisions." 'Descriptions of activities related to primary elections and
"Letters to the Editor" lent ghditional cooroboration to this assessment.

Given the set of circumstances outlined above, "Vortex' appeared to be an appropriate

pseudodm: "a state of affairs characteried by rapidity oechange, constant excitement,

sometimes a rapid round of activity."

-THE SETTING ,

C-

Last year, Vortex hosted a Bicentennial meeting of Superintendents of Schools from

cit s of 100,000-300,000 population; and it is a member of the state's organization of
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Urban Pennsylvania Superintendents (UPS), representing the eighteen largest cities in the
Commonwealth. A comment appearing in a position paper drafted by this coalition in October
1976 is paiticularly germane to an appreciation of the past, present, and perhaps. future
of Vortex and its counterparts. o4

Joxzd schools, we suggest, wiel aid in attracting those vibrant middle-class
people with assets, both human and fiscal, back to the cities which continue

-mtf9r, the time being as centers of housing developments, health services, culture,
bankiAg, commerce, and transportation.

Despite its membership in an 'association of urban districts, transactions in Vortex
are influenced more by the draw of suburbia than by an, influx of colored minorities. The
demographic pattern is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Student Enrollment--1976-771 '

American Indian 8

Asian 28

Black 246
Hispanic 24

White 13,300

Total 13,606

But the old buildings, which appear so stalwart and impressive to an observer from
the austere flatlands of Illinois, symbolize the problems. High ceilings, lack of insula-
tion, and large windows through which winter winds whistle their expensive sound are inte-
gral parts of the administration building. Some "overflow" classes from the nearby high
school are held inside. A tiny elevator operated by a friendly woman takes visitors to the
third floor offices of the superintendent and his staff. Harassed by calls for cost- effec-
tiveness, troubled by both energy shortages and expenses, caught up in a stormy sea of
collectiVe bargaining and legal mandates, administrative personnel are afflicted by the
same conditions as their physical plant: they are valiantly trying to cope with circum-
stances which sorely test the limits of their ability and endurance.

r

The effects of age on Vortex schools and other community institutions are compounded
by the uniqueness of the surrounding terrain. Downtown Vortex is literally "central city"
located, at the bottom of a valley. Travel in every direction from the business district
to'various sectors of the school district leads one up the hill. Students and teachers
make frequent references to the "valley," its attractions for them and past generations of
their families. Combine fth the dominant influence of local colleges and a Jesuit uni-
versity, this emotional 1 helps create an insular effect. There is a universal, often
humorous, recognition of this situation, but it also adds an exponential variable to the
ups and downsof the social political - economic climate. Whether or not the faltering econ-
omy caNsustain futur, generations of local residents is an,issue of grave concern.

The administration building, high school, and public library form a right angle as
depicted in Figure 1. A few hundred yards north of the high school is another of the city's
trio of senior highs. Years ago, when only two existed, this pair represented very sRecial-
ized versions of collegenprep and vocational schooling. Today, there is a more diversified
student body in each site and the district is a member of the area (regional) vo-tech program.

These figures are for public schools only. Three secondary and fifteen elementary
parochial schools, predominantly Catholic, enroll approximately 3400 pupils. Student
populations peaked in the early=1930s when the public schools were accommodating about
25,000.

+I
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Vo-Tech High School

° High School

o Library

Figure 1.tKey Locations - Downtown "Central City"

E

40
A few blocks south of this cluster are the downtown business district, municipal

offices and the county courthouse. In close proximity are the county's junior college,

the university, and the headquarters of an Educational Intermediate Unit. The state is
divided into several (twenty-nine) regions each served by'one of these agencies. Vortex

was the only one of our eleven sites to maintain a working relationship with this type of

resource base. Members of the "IU," as they are known in Pennsylygnia, wer9 extremely

generous, an we spent several hours together. They work with scho 1 districts in three

counties, offering programs and support services for teachers, admin trators, and students.

One of our junior high social science respondents is a member of the O's Council ou In-

Service Training; its counterpart deals with program development. He },attempts to brAden
the base of civic understanding were formalized by the process aescribdi below.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education has approved an li- service course
entitled "Pennsylvania Local and State Government - 1976"-To be offered by

(the IU) for, in-service credit only. The University has also approved the
awarding of three graduate credits for fhe payment of a fee of $40.00 per

credit.

The course is open to all elfmentary and secondary teachers in the Vortex

School District. Mrs. X, a teacher of social studies at Eqpt Vortex High

School, has devised and will conduct the course. Those wishing to attend

should regisier with their building principal by 'March 5, 1976.

The excerpt above was part of a form letter sent to all members of the teachers' union;
a briefer message appeared in a memorandum released by the superintendent's office. Earlier,

the teacher had submitted an "application for State Approval,of In-Service Credit" to the
IU, which in turn channeled it to the State Department of ,Education. Teachers and IU staff

alike are justifiably proud of their record in'winning appr,oval of such offerings.

k
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WORKING GUIDELINES

4

In the CSSE Statement of Scope and Purpoe; we had guaranteed anonymity to the sites,
leaving the decision to publicize involvement in their hands. Two of the systems with
which I worked chose to make an early announc ment.

On January 24, 1977, the Vortex Boacii,of School Directors formally approved a resoluI
tion concerning participation in the study. A statement also was given to the news media,
February 10. It read:

The case studies are intended to provide background information regarding pro-
grams, procedures and problems as seen by teachers, administrators anti students
in or4ier to show a national 'story of education in'[three] vital areas. The pur-
pose is to understand rather than compare.

We consider it a distinctive honor to be part of the National Science Foundation
project and I [the superintendent] am sure that our district personnel and cvn-
muniti representatives will respond in a spirit of real cooperation.2

_4

During the four weeks on site, I worked in one high school (see above), three junior
highs, and three elementary settings. Figure 2 portrays this arrangement; fiscal data is
found on the next page, Figure 3.

The High School (grades 10-12) 1120 students

Junior Highs A
(grades 7-9) 975 pupils 783 pupils 479 pupils

I
'A-1 B-1 C-1

(K-6 & Title I (K-5 & Title I (K-6, 436 pupils)
preschool prelchool

686 pupils) 204 pupils)

Figure 2. Study Sites3

I concentrated on three sources of information during this period:

1. Interviews with instructional supervisors and subject-matter coordinatofs,
teachers of social studies and social sciences, relying heavily on a trio
of questions viewed as central to our effort

2. Numerous classroom observations in both elembntary and secondary schools.

3. Discussions with certain board directors and members of the curriculum and
instruction division of the Educational Intermediate Unit.

2All were extremely generous,

3In addition, the site study team spent several hours with teachers, administrators,
a d pupils in the Middle School, grades 6-8, enrollment of 995. '

10
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3. Vortex Schools Budget Fiscal Year ar 1975

,v,o-R-T-E_; SCHOOLS BUDGET FISCAL YEAR 1975

.111E BUNTIDOLLAII

Were ct Ccuste4 tittuft

S6111

N

41461
4 924

43

51

464 STATE $9 534

4 924 4ISCELLNE043$ 1 078

671 1, 120

T0TLS21 930

410

203

641

339

WHERE THE MONEY
\ COMES FROM-

l'AIE, The hulk of the Non-
District Res elicit, conies from the
(:umnionssealth of Penns. Isania (State
sources) This income is reversed through

1

SI 624

---1:11."-

S_8 III INSTRUCTION

2 664 A04.4NISTRTION

f4,1 PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

II 165 $ 1531 PUPIL HEALTH SERVICES

"S. .16,,pL14, OPERATION 161AIN!ENNCE 2

"1111,. 19S4 0 CHARGES

\ 444 COMMUNI,Ty SERVICES_

1 054 CAPITAL OUTLAY

599E DEBT sfiviCFS

461 1000 SERVICES

96t STUOINI ACTIVITIES

1 $12 143 437

584 035

N

518 100

334 573

492 145

745 376

96 750

231 000

1 312 160

101 600

210 150

4 544 OUTGOING TRANSFERS 994 800

, 2 Jll PUPIL TRANSPORTATION__ 505 6,,
TOTAL $21 930 139

appropriations and special reimburse -
ments granted to almost eser) school
district.in the State.

- MISCHA. \ NEOUS Included
in this description arc the -Distrdt's
Opening Cash Balance 11 -1 -7 i1. Federal
Sour( e Res enues. Incoming Transfers and
Receipts Contra to Expenditures.

51 1,', -- LOCA I. lax Res en uc
constitutes the bulk of this local source
mono 'Sarum. forms of Tuition. Interest
Income from rcniporars Deposits. Rental
In«nne and other Nliseellancou Income
complete the Local Source Revenue.

WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO?

INSTIO IS Irk. the largest expenditure categors of
the 1'175 Budget calls for apprAimateb x12.7 million dollars
expended for Pupil Instruction. Included in this item are
expenses such as Salaries for F'rofessional Employees, Non-( ,Supporting Personnel. Textbooks; Teaching
Supplies, lobrars Books. and Audio Visual SupplicA.

ADMINISTRATION:. .2.1(1(' of the 1975 Budget is pros pled
for \ilministrat ion Expenses of the St him' District.
Included in the ategors of \chntnistration .ire expenses for
operation of offices of 1,he District Superintendent and his
assistant. the Secretary-Business Manager and his assistant.

PUPII. PERSONNEL. SERVI('ES:. 2,61', represents
sersic es included under the Pupil Personnel categors of the
1975 Budget Expenses for Pupil Guidance and Ps) chologh al
Sers ices. Mtendance Officers and Pupil Accounting Office
are included in this item, '

IIE 1.111 SKR VICEt.4 I' ) of the Budget is to be expended
for Pupil 'kohl' Senn es Inc Ruled in this Lein are expenses
for Pupil 11(.(111.11 and 11(.111.11 Eaminations. operation of the

Is Dental I Inn( Salaries fur Si hind Nurses, and
Salaries for the Nle(11( ol and Dental Skill

()Put 1.1()N 1) M 1,N NCE l'I,AN l' 'I his
item representing It. II ...of the Budget. includes salaries of
Dire( for. ( ustodial Nlointenance Staff. Replacement of
Instrui Unu,El .and N011-111.trtt( Ilona! ISyuapanenl, .Contracted
Nlaintemince. hued. Utilities and sondac Supplies

I 1.1),C11 .ES I his emegors refers to lias mem, I's Hu.
District of its share toss aril Emplo: yes'. Retirement and
son ial 54.1 tint Eunds, as \sell as the (lists of W'orknien's
I minimisation. Emplosees' Benefits. aril insurance on the
1)7Irll I. hooldilig I ills siirtil represent. 7 95 ,

COMNICNI'l 1 SERVICES. II'', of the 1971 Budget is
earmarked for ( ()minutia's Ser. ices. This cotegors pros ides
fur the District's shore of ost for the Summer Recreation and
School Crossing Guord Program: also contributions to the

Public Lihrars. Philharmonic Orchestra.
, Museum and the Child Guidance Center

(' I'M, orriA) Under thts categors expenditures are
made for pun hae of nes% instrinIionl and non - instructional

. equipment for all School District facilities. I his item
represents 1.11.5/ of the 1'175 Budget.

111.:ItT SI{VICS This :OW of the Bistro t Budget
twinkles for pasments and Authorits Rentals, and funds set
aside to pros mile for the payment of principal and interest on
outstanding bonds

1001) SEI(VICES: II' I While the Federal Lunch Program
is 9,111 in operation through a contract swill RA, t he District
stall must ""der"nte a sanal)le amount of the expenses
'These are placed in this catm:ors.

S I 1. 111..NT , I'l V I'I'I M.' Phis ( oteshors en( 'impasses
units of Act is lims fur the student.. lies ond the general

ai advinie curriculum, including cost of sports

OUTGOING TI{ANSA'ERS I 51'. 'this is a mayor non -cash
( atecor,s enthral. mg the expenses incurred in %cr., it es from
N 1, I 1. 19, and the cost of educating the ( hildrewat the

rp. hut, at school. plus sers ices for the
handl( apped

PI P11 it Nspoit SE,It I Monies
y.11(11'1(41 from this calcgors must os IT the dais- to -dos lusts
of tr.m.portmg pupils in the Deo rii 11 of the 197i Bodget

cspeuiled for pupil tranP"rIalittli

1k
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Although attempts were made to visit a large niamb.er of clasraoms throughout the
cluster.of study sites, few recorded interviews were conducted with instructors other than
those in social studies. Instead, I made arrangements for local teachers of Mathematics
and physic'al science toshold exchanges with members of our site study team. We had an

. opportunity to execute a comprehensive visitation in Vortex and it seemed wise to capital-
ize on this good fortune." Our ihtent, though, met opposition from the weather: we lost
one day of the site study period to "the effects of one of the worst storms to strike [this]
area in many years." Itfwas a fitting climax,for Pennsyrvenia was one of the states hard-

*est hit by the severe winter of 1976-77.

A pair,of "mini-portrayals" are included in this report. They build on the foundation
outlined above and feature the areas of secondary physics,and remedial mathematics in the
primaryand elementary grades.

THREE PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS

"The totalASSE pfOject has three principal questions to answer," wrote Bob Stake in
October 1976. The trio included

kQuestion N. 1 - "What is the status of precollege science eaching and learn-
. ing today?"

Question No. 2 - "What are the conceptualizations of,s4Ilence held by teachers and .

students,?'"
. 0

Question-No. 3 - "Wh ening& in ,schobl and communitx,dre, affecting the scin P
ence rriculum?"

t ,1

Responses offered by Vortex teachers, administrators, stuaena, and parents should be inter-'
,preted against the background sketched below: ,

In December 4950, the superintendent prepared a documente led Proposed Curriculum
Changes, and Revisions for the Board of School Directors. It stressed:

N

Science education. which,only a few years ago was largely optional and integrated
in the lower,,grades has now,become a major responsibility of the sciiool:

. . . .
Today, if the teacher is to meet her responsibility she must help the children,
in ways appropriate to their maturity, to understand causal relationships and At
systematic approaches to the observatiolof phenomena. Moreover, even the young
child must become more.informed about the place- of science and technology as .3

major factors in modern life. .

._ . 0 J
A decade later, his successor--who served the district' for almost thirty-five.years

as a teacher and administratorwrote:

/
It has'been frequently stated that thesprimary function the schbols il the
cultivation of the mind, especially as regards the basic mental sicills.

. . .

1

r .

. ,

elt0i

fel

"Two of our team members were mathematics professors at the local tintversity., Both
were natives of the areatand well acquainted with its schools,. In tr4th, they were part,(
of the Vortex "family.'

2:11,

#

12
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But it is equally apparent'that this is not the sole function of the schools,

for the community expects them to serve ,many. other functions involving the voca-

tional, civic, emotibnal development of young people.
sA

In our own friendly city it is often heard that we don't have much of a future.

. . . If we are to meet theeamomic, cultural and social needs that Vortex con-
fronts, the heart of its program must be a strong system of universal education.
Every other effort at community improvement will be limited or facilitated by
the understandlmg, the competence and convictions of the citizenry.

Mother superintendent entered the scene in the early 1970s, and he was presented

with a report fashionedby agroup of consu,ltanes. Its title read: Vortex: Schools at

theCrossroads, A Long Range Development Program, 1969-78.5 The planners declared:

"Vorte4 schools are indeed Schools at the Crossroads, both physically andteducdtionally."
And a closing judgment by the board of directors' president asserted: "At this stage in

the history of public education there is probably no public endeavor that is more imRortant

or-more expensive than the education of our youth." His words served as a prelude to an

October 1, 1976 news release. Presented in behalf of the Organization of Urban Pennsylvania
Superintendents, it confessed that "statements of philosophy among the cities diverge wide-

ly; nonetheless, one fact is irrefutable. . . ." The report continued: "each participating

school district and its municipality exhibit similar identifiable symptoms." Among those

cited were the following.

Before they dan be taught, many urban students require the services of social
workers, welfare visitors; court officers, policemen, probation officers,

and tribunals.6

We believe that municipal governments, school districts, and counties are in-

extricably intertwined with public funds being the binding mastic. All three

units are contributing to one another's bankruptcy. School districts and
municipalitie-S-are creatures of the State, and when they fail, the counties and

the State suffer, too.

The high school was 'preparing for a Diddle States Accreditation visit in December

1977.11Hence, all facets of the curriculum were undergoing scrutiny and possible revision.
.At the same time, financial pressures were causing reductions in the number of course

offerings, particularly social studies and English. "They've cut the heart out of our
electives program,"41amented Kurt Karens, chairman of the social studies department and

building representative for the American Federatidh of Teachers. During a brief earlier

visit in January, his district-wide supervisor had told of her efforts to preserve some

semblance of "integrity" for the secondary program.

Class size has aOrso increased, but'the range of courses,-at least on paper, is still

impressive. It must remain that way if one of the general objectives for social studies,

grades\nine through twelve, is to be honored. The tenth and last objective states:

Acquiring know edge and learning the basic concepts inherent in the social

sciences; geography, history, economics, sociology, political science, anthro-

pology; developing skills essential to these fields.

li

5A11 districts in Pennsylvania are re uired to file a similar plan with the state

agency by 1978. Pennsylvania has a recor of state involvement in local operations begin-

ning with the School Reorganization Act 1963 and the more recent "Ten Goals of Quality

Education."
6The comity probation officer told the city council of an "alarming" rate of broken

families in the area surrounding Vortex. ' ,'
.,,-*

13
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The following remarks, one by a teacher and one by a student, reveal their perceptions of
this range. of offerings.

Unfortunately (Kurt rebutted], social science is too often'seen as a synonym
f5r a collection of courses - -often lacking in sequential development - -a course

,;:ere and a course there--with the belief that by offering such courses, the
student learns once and for all.

[An outstanding senior responded:] I want to learn about people, about how we
can live together more peacefully, that's why I'm taking courses in sociology
and psychology. In history, you keep repeating what you've been taught before.

The K-12 coordinator of social studies basically agreed. Referring to the emphasis
on world and American "cultures" in the junior and senior highs, she indicated that the
district was trying to implement a new curriculum in the lower grades. "It will mark a
shift from history to social science," Maureen declared.

Pennsylvania's State Board of Education mandates much o.f the social studies curriculum.
Six units (years) are required in grades seven through twelve, with the content of four
units established by state regulations. Mathematics and physical science are granted more
latitude, but Kurt's earlier obgervation is not seriously challenged in these domains.

Advanced placement classes are still available in chemistry, American and European
history. Instructors, though, are greatly concerned about infringements on class time,
about the need to accommodate contemporary affairs while preparing pupils for traditional
demands of tests, and about changes in motivational patterns of youth. A,session in
advanced placement American history, eleventh graders, underscored the complexity of
classrooffi transactions.

The topic was "assimilation." A Jewish student wapresenting a report on the experi-
ences of his people; parts of it touched on the policies of Adolph Hitler. As the paper
concluded, a classmate referred to a "60'Minutes" episode the previous Sunday regarding
the American Nazi Party. An interesting, dynamic period ensued, but was brought to a
rather abrupt close by the instructor. Later, when we were discussing the series of events,
she explained:

I literally don't know how to balance off current affairs with the'need to, cover
material. They often introduce find'examples from televised programs, yet I
know that the ladvdnced placement] ,exams are heavy on content coverage. We used
to have several 4s and 5s (top scores]. Last year we didn't have any 5s, and
several 3s were received.

Interactions with students suggest that reasons'for taking certain courses are chang-
ing--that is, math, science, and the social sciences are seen as tools fOr eventual careers
or jobs in health and medical fields, in other fidlms of,pocial,service, as a means of under-,
standing self and *hers, and not as a prelude Ombecoming a mathematician or scientist.
The number of extrf-curricular activities identified with social services is increasing
and students are aware that for them the "services society" means jobs as well as higher
taxes for their parents. A senior in chemistry noted:, "We've started a medical/health
careers club and have about fifty members. There's lots of interest." In response to a
second question, he responded: "Because of prestige, money and jobs."

4.

The coordinator of English and social, studies was spending her last year in the city.
Her contemporary in science had suffered a fatal heart attack midway through the school
term. Their counterpart in mathematics was temporarily assigned dm,latter's duties and
an internal assessment of science instruction and learning was begun during my stay in

14
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Vortex. Similar efforts in mathematics had already been completed. Under his leadership
the math curriculum had been revised on a K-12 basis; it features such components as Title I
"Math Labs" in the elementary and junior high schools, a local adaptation of one of the

modern math programs at the elementary level, and is climaxed by calculus and "computer
.statistics" in the senior high. Comprehensive efforts in metrics education are underway.

Physical science in the high school is based on the usual pattern of biology, chemistry,
and physics, but with a notable exception: physics is seen as a course for juniors, chem-,
i.stry for seniors. The rationale for this sequence is explained by the "mini-portrayal"
below.

A Question of Maturity

"Yes, you normally find seniors taking physics," agreed James Romano, a youthful in-
structor of intermediate algebra and PSSC physics. "then," he added:

I've talked it over'with Joe McCauley, who's taught all the sciences at one time
or another in this school, and he says the kids need that extra year of maturity
for chem lab. Personally, I'm undecided, because Paul this physics cohort] and
I are concerned about the math requirements for physics.

I had begun the day by attending Paul's lecture in physics. He and James alternate,.,

between PSSC and "regular" classes. When I inquired about student selection procedures,
Paul indicated that sophomore science instructors were asked to recommend students for

PSSC classes. Henoted:,

Actually; James and I are more concerned about math competency than their
.references from science classes, although we've never done any follow-up
studies to see if math is as big a factor as we believe.

Both Paul and James were using experimentations in their rooms. A film scrip, pre-
sented and narrated by a student, was serving as an introductign to a unit on temperature

, and its effects on matter. Paul opened the period by wondering aloud: "Which would freeze

first, hot or cold water?" No consensus was obtained, so small containers of heated and

tap water were placed outside the window. A student was asked to chart changes in temper-

ature on the board at five minute intervals. The film strip ArAnslot outstanding. Paul

directed att,ention to a caption aid said: "Now that's a terrible sentence! There has to

wbe a better way of expressing that point." He asked for some illustrations and provided

two of his own. When I complimented him at the close of the period for this action, Paul

replied: "Every teacher's a teacher of reading and writing. Whether or not you want to

be, you are."

PSSC students were examining principles of velocity and acceleration, relationships
between motion and production of energy. JamesUnd a student began the double-session with
a series of demonstrations followed by students pairing off and moving into the laboratory
to conduct similar investigations. Several remained after the dismissal bell to complete

their work, to make up tests, and to engage in friendly tauter with the instructor. Paul

and James are co-sponsors of the Physics Club; both men have an easy, informal relation-

ship with students. As I left the physics lab, I spoke. favorably of the warm, responsive
atmosphere present in their classes throughout the day. James nodded in the direction of

a handful of pupils and commented: "They make it worthwhile., I don't know how you can

teach and not like to be with kids."
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James and Paul are graduates of the local university;%as are many of their Colleagues
at both secondary and elementary- levels. Earlier in the week, a consultant on the IU staff
cited problems elementary teachers were hAring with "inquiry methods" and the new K-6
social science curriculum "Our Working World." He attributed part of theft difficulty to
deficiencies in preservice.education because "[that] school is heavy on subject matter but
weak in the area of instructional methods and classroom demands." The district coordinator
of social studies basically agreed. "Teachers are experiencing difficulty with the inquiry
appnoachs"Maureen said, "and we simply don't realize what it means when we suggest Po an
instructor that she needs to change her classroom practices."

David Hamilton's suggestion (in CSSE Statement No. 8) that "integrated curricula may
be worthy of special attention by CSSE obsdrvers" is pertinent to an understanding of sci-
ence education in.Yortex. Enrollments in physics and chemistry are declining; science in-
struction is "on the back burner in elementary grades," warned 'the supervisor of preschool-6
operations. In the junior highs, a cadre of instructors is trying to combine social and
physical sciences in the name of "Earth and space science." Transactions in the name of
environmental education may not yet be grand versions of "integrated curricula"--in my judg-
ment much work remains to be done with respect to using methodology capable of linking stu-
dent knowledge of and interest in contemporary events to factual content-44 they appear
to be an important step in that direction.

The supervisor of secondary education for Vortex is obviously proud of the developments
related to environmental education. Aided and abetted by the Intermediate Unit, two in-

/1/
structors from the high school's nearby cohort are participating in a pilot pr ect. Their
emphasis is on social activism, student involvement in neighborhood or commu ity studies
of pollution's effects, etc. Their contemporaries at the high school are relying on a
more subject-centered approach. Two young women operate as a team: one holds an.M.A. in
history-social science; her partner is working for a master's degree in biology. The course
(elective for jiiniors and seniors) is divided into quarter-terms with students alternating
between instructors on a quarterly basis. A year ago, the biology teacher taught the course
alone. "I couldn'tjhandlethe interdisciplinary demands," she said. "Very qLckly you're
into economics, or law, or politics; -even today,when we have a unit on -solar energy the
studentg try to carry discussion of issues into physics or chemistry classes."

Other developments were summarized by a'junior high principal whose career has been
identified with science education. As 4 high school instructor, according to the associate
superintendent, "he was a good teacher and a tough one, but the Walkiked his classes."
The principal is still active as an instructor in a small Jewish prep school.

Teachers are very'uncomfortable with science [he asserted]. You really can't
blame them. Personally, I think instruction in science should be left to the
upper grades. About all you can ask faris solid preparatiop in reading -

pecially comprehension, and mathematics when they reach you in the juniorrigh.

I'm not happy with what's been happening in recent years. We nbw have life sci-
ence for one semester at the seventh grade; physical science is offered at the *.
eighth grade. Have you seen that book? Boy, it's tough, particularly in the
math requirements.' Earth and space science is the ninth -grade course. Rarely
is it completedlots of sophisticated topics--and the district has.invested
considerable money in texts and related,materials. The state pushed it; most
teachers aren't prepared for it.

tit

7
An opinion shared by staff in all three junior highs.
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Actually, we've lost in the process. Mathematics is dominating the junior high
science curri'ctilum so fewO students choose it at the upper levels because they're

"turned off." The eighth grade course isso demanding and has replaced.aeneral
science as a stepping stone to high school. The latter was much better because,
it was a good introduction to biology, physics, and chemistry.

His admonitions about computational 4mands were reflected in the presence of Title I
math labs. Two functiOn solely for primary-elementary pupils; the other pair are located
in two of the junior highs. The mini-portrayal describes operations in one of the K-6
grade ,schools.

A-

A Matter Of Choice

"We are barely into our second year with the Title I Math Lab at this school," the
principal noted.

This was a K-8 school, but was changed four years ago, mainly because of declining
enrollments in the area. The new pattern has left'us with a K-6 building and a

'di'ferent student population. Before the change we had mainly the sons and daugh-
ters of professionals, college professors, and the like. Now we have few of the
"high" and many "lows," with few from the "middle." And for the first time we

have several colored children./

I'm pleased with the Math Lab and wi4h the services, received from the company
we're ddaling with. In fact, I'm hoping that a Reading Lab canbe started next
year at X School, in order that we can exchange students with.special needs.
There's lots of paperwork associated with these special programs and we have
specialists coming in virtually every day, including one who works with five
Indian children trying to learn English as a second language.

Students in the Math Lab are drawn from those who score a grade level below
their current placement as determined by scores on the Stanford Achievement
Tests; the program begins at the second grade. We used to have remedial summer
school, Saturday morning classed, after school sessions, and other ways of
handling deficiencies, but no one wants to be seen as a "dunmy." The MaSh Labs
have been much better from that standpoint. We try not to schedule the students
out of another course, such as yding, where special efforts also are undef.
We don't make them go to the Lab, but very few refuse. Occasionally, I'll have
a.child say to Mv7"I don't want to go to Math Lab anymore." And I tell him:
"Okay. But you can't make that choice by yourself, your dad or mother will have
to ask me, too."

/44:\

I then moved to the rather cramped Lab where Joseph and his young. aide were working.
"Yes, it's a form of,prescriptive learning," Joseph confirmed. :Tests are scored and
diagnosed; prescriptions reported ,back by the company, (based in Chicago)." Joseph paid

high tribute to this organization, citing its fine inservice training, the consistent
maintenance of equipment, the quality of consultative assistance, and the computer-based
testing-prescriptive printouts as all outstanding. It was =Usual, albeit low-keyed,

,praise for "back-up" services.

I raised a specific.question concerning the level of test diagnosis, referring to a
,sfudy conducted,by one of our research assistants who concluded that gross difficulties,'
which teachers already grasped, were the -main product of test utilization, with instructors
receiving little aid in pinpointing a pupil's idiosyncratic needs. Again, Joseph remained

.14
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steadfast in his praise of the teat materials. His testimony was important because it
reflected a dozen years of mathematics instruction in elementary schools plus seven as an
instructor in the Vortex Basic Skills Program. Joseph then explained:

We work around their schedules as much as possible. Don't want to create "hostile"
kids because those who -come in here have a history of failure;,. after all, that's
how they get here. The Gab is not "instead of" but is "in addition to." Our focus
is strictly on the,i .vidual and his need for skills improvvent. The "Company"
has urged us to do mor small group work at the table here, nt I'm opposed. We
do combine episodes wit the hardware with pen and paper reinforcement drills, but'
our main purpose is to ake this period as different as possible from normal class-
rooms.

A group of fourth graders began to enter tt room. I watched them work with the wide
array of both "hard" and,"soft" learning aids, recalling a K-1 classroom of several,years
.ago at the University of Hawaii's Laboratory School where I first saw children functioning
extremely well with technology. Students there paired off and assisted one another, as
a few did in the Vortex setting. But the effects ofjoaeph's operational philosophy were
apparent: students.were working'mainly on an individualistic basis. A few were counting
on their fingers, and I asked Joseph: "If you. had the space, would you want an abacus
here?" "Definitely," he replied; "There's a difference in 'hands-on' approaches, and you
can see the need for more manipulative experiences."

A girl displayed very low levels of frustration tolerance, and I commented to Tory,
. the aide. "Yes, she doesn't have much patience," Tory acknowledged,"and the older they
get, the more you see that kind of behavior. That's why I dread going to School X to pick
up their sixth graders." I made that trip with Tory, and the reasons'for her uneasiness
were clearly evident. The same activity raised other questions that must be faced in the
development of special programs.

We drove about six blocks to X where Tory parked her car. The pupils were on the
iverge of having a "milk break" and some were angered by the interruption. Their teacher
promised they could have the milk when they returned. The bus then transported us back
to the Lab where students were to spend approximately thirty-five minutes. "Some days the
buses arent't on schedule and we lose a few minutes," Tory said.

Once in the Lab, students rather quickly--surprisingly fast, in my estimation--be4,gan
working. A few words or gentle shoulder taps from Joseph calmed two or three boys and
Tory explained to a girl: "If you don't watch what you're doing, the recording won't stay
in time with the problems." It was a productive session; almost all pupils finished, tasks
assigned by their individual folders and were checked-off by Tory or Joseph. We reassembled
for the return bus, a different one arriving from yet another corner of the district.

Getting students ready to learn is a crucial matter, particularly those who have 'a
history of learning "failures." Joseph and Tory performed nobly given the constraints,
of time, space, and scheduling. Their efforts underscored the importance of people Wip
link children to the technology, The.role of instructional personnel who function at that
point where learners interfwe with machine appears certain to grow in significance. My
own children have had negative experiences in similar circumstances, and it was a pleasure
to watch the scene described above. But the "paperwork" often associated with such efforts
remains a formidable consideration, and Joseph and I discUssed the need for computer-
managed systems. The task of blending lab activities with classroom routines also must
be faced. Joseph's caution that the Lab experience is strictly "in addition to" does not
eliminate the classroom teacher's resistance to interruptions nor does it negate the pupil's ,

need for some type of synthesis.

18
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At the moment, media-oriented programs, such as the Math Lab, stand out as isolated
enclaves% analogous to the Language Labs spawned by NDEA legislation of the 1950s, a prom-
ising and undeveloped aspect *public schooling not yet integrated into a new conceptual
and operational mode of education.

,VORTEX AS RARBIk1GER

"Haye you thought about the possib4ity of not getting valid responses?" asked Kurt.
He was allaing to the potential effects of a series of retrenchments in programs and staff
ordered by the board of, school directors. Late, we discussed the ramifications of his
query, both of us admittedly seeking the proverbial "light.at the end of the tunnel."
Kurt was more pessimistic, perhaps grimly realistic, about the future of public schools,
contending, that both urban and rural school districts alike are faced with severe financial

, constraintai,

le [He remarked:] It seems inevitable that new alternatives must be developed

to adequately fund public education. All interested parties will have to,join

in finding new approaches to this problem. However, all parties should also

beware of the dangers inherent in making staff reductions and program curtail-
ments the first items to be cut in retrenchment endeavors. Such,policies are
ultimately self-defeating and work to the detriment of the total4enterprise.

Later his concerns were echoed by a building principal who insisted:

What you're seeing here is the destruction of the neighborhood school concept
by economic problems. These old buildings simply can't be justified anymore.

Yet my experience in Vortex, despite its outwardly forbidding veneer, left me with

a belief that a new era of American schooling is underway. The signs were evident, in

my opinion, although their interpretation and significance are open to dispute.

First, the high school was functio4ng well. Student morale was'high; teachers and

pupils dressed smartly, acted responsib0, and held mutual respect for one another.
Administrative-staff-student relationships-contributed to a healthy condition. Relation-

ships.with the Catholic system also were good. Catholic Youth Center facilitiestwere used

as a home site for the high school's 'basketball games as well as many other extra-curricular

.activities sponsored by the district. In general, there was a high level of cooperation

between parochial and public schools in Vortex.

Second, Vortex instructors struck me as being living embodiments of Ron Corwin's

(1965) "militant professionals." Kurt, Paul and James and a junior high advocate of the

feminist mpvement stood out, but they were not the only ones. .Today's highly-organized

teachers, marked by their adherence to comprehensive bargaining agreements and demands fof

participation in decision - making, may not,fulfill the traditional roles many administrators

and parents hold for them. Nonetheless, they were working--and working very hard. As

Kurt declared: "At the bottom line, it's the classroom where it, all counts."

Events'in this setting suggest the need for observers to distinguish between militant

teachers willing to strike--but lacking sophistication with respect to bargaining techniques,

factor evident in another CSSE site--and seasoned instructors who can cope with class-

om demands while engaged in negotiations., A member of the IU staff, for example, regards

t e president of the, AFT ldbal in Vortex as an "authentic professional unionist."
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And Kurt, who is vice-president, teaches "collective bargaining" at Penn State Univer-
sity'q extension center. But the scene,in Pennsylvania may be altered. Act 195, the
state's public empldyee bargaining lad, which guarantees state and local employees the
right to strike and teachers the right to 4nionize, is beilpg reviewed by a special com- ,

mission appointed by the governor.NThis,pgrticular. bit ot'legislation is regarded as one
'of the most 1'.q oral statutes of' its type; and since its inception in 1970, Pennsylvania
ha's witnessed' h record 161 teacher strikes.

74

When I commented to A board member abodt the task orientation of instructors, she
remarked: "That's interesting, because a few weeks ago I was sharply critical of them
for putting in 'so few clock-hours of instruction." It is true, as she nodes, that bar-

' gaining agreements have sharply delineated the central elements of a teacher's job. For
example, Paul and Jaines reacted to my initial overture with considerable reserve and skep-
ticism. The unspoken query was "Why should we help you with your study?" Two important
qualifications,Must be raised, though. One is the obvious fact that good teaching is a
tough, demanding job. It always has been, and in the eyes of this observer--who has been.
a high school'instructor--it is getting tougher. The assistant principal of the high
school supplied' the second demurral. "Teacher will work very hard," hesubmitted, "if
it means somdthing to them." He was alluding their participation on committees pre-
paring documents'for the upcoming accreditation visits. "Both of us [school admiiistrators
and teaching staff] fought to prevent the recent cutbacks," Jack continued. "We let, but
were united in a common cause." He professes great respect for Kurt in the latter's role
as AFT representative, calling him a "reasonable, intelligent man." Overall, though, it
appeared that AFT's strength was concentrated in the secondary schools. There was more
evidence of NEA-PSEA,literature in the elementary buildings and there was less

I

adherence
to work rules.

t.
A third factor is embodied in an ambitious program of educational television. Vortex

schools are tied to a PBS station approximately fifteen miles from the'city. School build-
ings--and much of the city--are also wired for cable-TV. Students engage in production
and performance activities beginning with the primary grades, frequently preparing video
tapes for local use. ETV is part of the audio-visual department, and its director, who
is an outspoken advocate of the medium; views instructional television as having a major
influence on science education in the lower grades:' "Science for the Seventies" and "Mea-
sure Metrics" are two of the products used. The director was once a physics teacher and
admits that scheduling complications in secondary schools are seriously restricting utili-
zation of ITV at that level. Continued dependence on conventional forms of delivery systems
may become prohibitively expensive and/or face grave challenges'with respect to access to
energy. In VorteX, at least, the chief ingredients for an alternative system are on hand.

yr- r f.

The aggregation of resources devoted'to certain types of inservice training, as illus-
trated in the approach desc4ibed on page five, reflects a fourth area of potential strength
and also spotlights a question posed recently by Donald Schon. Analyzing the problems en-
countered in two decades of curriculum reform, he asks:

What would it be Zike to make implementation or adaptation central to the enter-
prise? How might a central institution take ontthe role of providing the frame-
work, fools, means of assessment, and resources to Local chools so that they can

...become more competent at adaptation or implementation and indeed at design?

Perhaps the reliance on clas.sroom instructors as as source of ideas, aided by'a local
university and teachers' union, and linked to the state agency via an intermediate unit,
is a meaningful response to Schon's challenge.

20
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Unquestionably, economic constraints are the chief influence in the current educational
climate of Vortex. Their impact on social studied and English was cited earlier. A group
of building principals furnished a succinct analysis of how monetary ills affect tieeir jobs.
"tou no longer think of '3720s' [three classrooms, twenty students per room] but of "2-30s.'"

4

Economic woes are not likely to ease because the governor's budget allows for no,. in-
crease in the baic subsidy or scbool-aid formula. And spokesmen for t* Pfnnsylvania Srate
Education Association charge that current activities signal an attempt to force communities
to absorb a larger share of educationalzoss. However, procedures and processes for de-
livering the curriculum struck me as more seriously affected by events than the curriculum
itself: a'major reorganization of schools.is underway in Vortex.

Declining enrollments have caused the,closIng of'six lementary school's in recent years
and the conversion .of one into -a! junior high. Meanwhile, a feasibility study relative to
possible reorganization-4-the high school with its sister institution into one administra-
tive unit is being conducted by a team of consultants. This action is alrt.of,ihe Long
Range Plan and also mirrors both dwindling enrollments and the rising itilerest Irn job-related
courses. The number of students choosing the vo-tech curriculum in this traditionally
academic-oriented high school has quadrupled (40/160 in the, last three years with the 1976-
1977 sophomore class showing the greatest interest to date. And the Middle School, another
component of the Long Range Plan, has already encountered staffing reductions which, accord-
ing to its supporte(s, are threatening to "destroy the concept."

In summary, the economic crunch encompassing Vortex schools, the city, and much of
northeastern United States is becoming so severe that it iLliterally foretng,overdve
recognition of structural changes in our society. From this standpoint; the ESEA legisla-
tion of 1965 may have been a fOrerunner of events--to come. "Without federal funds," stressed
the chief librarian, "we'd.be in worse trouble."

Title I gave us a tremendous boost in the 19608 as,it provided the wherewithal
to develop our system of elementary libraries. A few years ago our bu4ket was
roughly $6 per child for materials (Vortex and all Ansylvania schools furnish
free texts); now it's about $2.25, and you know what's been happening to costs
of books, magazines, etc! Title I, despite recent changes, and Title TV-b and
-c are essential.

The same point was made by the city's cont!oller. Emphasizing that approximately
fifty per cent of the general income fund was tied to federal programs, he said

These figures clearly reflect the amount of dependency. that municipalities
such as Vortex have on federal programs.

It is also clear that withoz:t.,such an influx of federal dollars, the already heavy
,tax burden of local residents would become intolerable.

14-

POSTSCRIPT

Our work in Vortex owes much to the associate superintendent, Jay Luutrell. He typifies
a vanishing breed of "schoolmen," individuals who entered the field shortly after World War
II and have remained pillars of stability throughout the trying years of4growth and decline.
Jay is nearing retirement. His influence.will 1,e missed in Vortex and in the larger world
of public education. .
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VORTEX SITE VISIT

7
The introduction to "Vortex" referred to a pair of site-visitor reports. In'the

first attachment, Jo Day examines relationships between elementary teachers, pupils, and
administrators, reflecting on the lastingilinfluence of traditional patterns of interaction.
Both she and Beth Dawson treat the use of educational television in the lower grades, an
area in which Vortex schools were doing some fine work. Dawson also provides readers
with a-comprehensive view of a middle schoo Her tribute to the principal's leadership,
to the latter!s philosophy, and the description of how "open space" becomes a learning-
teaching medium contrast markedly with the scene portrayed in ,RIVER ACRES.

SITE VISIT REPORT

Unlike other sites that are considered and consider themselves conservative, Vortex
has not been noticeably touched or pushed to change via any state or federal legislation.
Federal money is utilized for academic programs, but the predominent atmosphere remains
clannish. Teaching, one of the better-paying jobs in this community of light industry,
is a friendly male bastion. All elementary principals are males, even though most come
from secondary teaching backgrounds.

The school is permeated with family and friendship ties. The discussions and greet-
ings are not of the world of work, but of the workd of q family--argumentative,and jokirig.
One teacher is introduced as a mother-in-lag, and a couple of children as god-childre and
nieces and nephews. In a walk down the halls Of the newest elementary school or into
corridor-like cloak rooms of the old (1884 to 1895) schools, the male principals_reprimand,
women teachers; and these teachers argue (loudly) with them regarding the amount of punish-
ment a group of children should receive, whether or not they have to open the folding
doors between rooms, or whether or not their class stituld attend an event. The principal
takes the more liberal view in every case.

Home - school ties are reiorced in the emphasis on developing "good habits." Ale
of classrooms respond in unison, 'Good morning, Mr. Kuhn," after the principal h aid

"Goo&morning, boys and girls" upon entering their classroom. The auperintendent says,
,"Parents have a.major role to play in helping to cultivate in their children a love for
leafhing, a capacity for hard work, a sense of dktermination and perseverance, and a cum-
pulsion to respect and to serve others." He continues with recommendations about how to

encourage children to develop regular habits. The, patriotic and moral Opects handled in
the schools include such things as openi exercises in elementary schools. Ten students

from intermediate grades use video equipment to produce the following type of''program daily:

4

The plaite to the flag
"My Co try Tis of Thee!!

A proverb: "The way we think-determines how we live."

Announcements: "Continue to'bring fn your'Campbell's Soup labels."
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Parents as Advocates .

Both in formal interviews and in informal conversations, parents reveal an opinion of
the teacher,as an educational expert. Parents do not articulate, nor are they interested
in defining, what the school should do with academic programs. All programs are intro- .

duced by educators, and always with attention to funding arrangement. At no time is it
possible for either educators or wrents to separate program statements about rationale
for selection from finanCial considerations.

Everyone - PTA and advisory counci parents; teachers, and administrators - is very
sophisticated when discussing where an how 'funds are obtained for a variety of programs
and the materials utilized in them: e parents watch-dog PTA money by suggesting where
an administrator may get materials on the list he has presented to them. They seem well
aware of title monies and are pushing he board for a federal coordinator who can advance
the cause of obtaining money.

Most programs - such as their planetarium, TV and video equipment? math labs, and
textbooks - are described as coming from Title I funds, ninety percent reimbursement from 4

state acts, Campbell's SoOp labels, or'free offers from commercial establishments such as
Akale '.'Radio Shack." Not all schools have all of the above, however. These discrepanties

between schools are what Parents do notice and act on by pushing their principals to find
and request programs thajf are funded in a variety of ways.

Title I Math Labs

The Title I math program is one of the few in Vortex in which children are engaged in
individualized instruction and are individually u lizing electronic equipment. The
children's ability to use the equipment is such at I had to ask them how they'did it,

0h
because their movements wer' too quick for me o follow easily. Here', as ALTE, the
more individualized instruction and electron equipment were used, the in e teachers were
available per student.

The principal and the Title I math teacher described the program as follows:
, .

We start with second grade p4pils here because it is difficult to get a
kid working a year below level at first grade.

The machines aw what the Title I math program is about. 'Kids can do metric
or manipulative equipment in the classroom. )

We do pre- and post-testing. Originally, we did the post-testing in September.
Now it is done in June, and it then becomes the 1.,v-test.

Science in the Elementary Schools

11

All fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade children attend planetarium shows twice a year.
In addition, next year, 130p children out of 6000 will be serviced by two science special-

ists/. For all other eleme tary school students, however, the state of science and the con-
fusion in an "educational xpert's" own mind about what science should be, can best be

described in the following words of a principal.
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_They don't expect, at the elementary Level, to cover an entire book.
They would rather pull the units they are most comfortable with. But
there is a danger here...where we can't4have every teacher every year
comfortable with e same unit. There has to be a flow. This is why
I can envision a la teaching everyone. Where that science book would
be covered in its e rety as a child'passes through the building.

Because right now, a Womon in a third grade science book, what's she
going to be comfortable with? With somethipg-en animals. She arranges
a trip to the pet store, to the zoo; they bring in animals. That's a
very comfortable situation. But she looks at electricity and it's ridic-
ulous.

o

But if you have a person ted ing science who really loves it, those kids
really have a good science program. On the other hand, I'd? had to almost
force someone to put the science kit in their classes. No one wanted to
have anything to do witl,wtr You know how science was treated? They got

. their minimum time allotments in. It's a frightening thing, but I don't
think it's the most important thing an elementary school offers. I think
it has a very definite function in the full curriculum.

We have equipment now, not a whole lot in these old bui gs....but [for]
anyone who has had an interest in doing something in science, it's been
relatively easy going through the principal and the science peOple to get
that_equipment for thee. Because, quite fraliy, it's just not that popular.
There are about 300 elementary teachers and not too many of them are knocking
down the-doors. We give them the invested amount every building has for
every grade level. There are life-like diagrams of the anatomy, big hands -on,
done -in- relief type things the kids can feel. These things are there, lut
if the teachers are comfortable with it, I don't know.

.

V

Miscellaneous Quotes

About a new "open plan" school:

He'has the best o! all worlds - an open school (physically) with traditional
program of graded, self-contained classes. And lots of specialists.

About elementary sci-ence:

Every year the elemntary teachers cover the first chapter, "What is a scientist?"

From a high school math teacher with Master's degree IR math:

The books are too hung up on theory. Kids don't distinguish between a line
and the length the first time through geometry. They just want to get from
A to B.... Grade schools are too much into theory also. Some of my third year
math students can't divide right.... Even though thedretical math turns me on,
most people never go into theory, or need to.... 1 used to be really fatigued at

the end of the day. That happens until you get used to handling the kids. Some

teachers never do get used to it.

.Jo Day
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Two }and one-half days were spent i6 a new middle school (grades six through. Sight).
Activities 4cluded an extensive tour, interviews, and observation of classroom activities.
Extended interviews were held with:

the principal;

a media specialist;
a mathematics teacher;
a science teacher;
a remedial math and readins teacher;
an astronomy teacher, who also operatsp the planetarium;
two professors of thematics from th4 University of Vortex;
two representativer from the teachers' union;

four children.:

Briefer interviews occurred with: the vice-principal, a mathematics teacher, a
science teacher, two social science teachers, a counselor, and ten .k twelve children:"

0
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VORTEX SITE VISIT REPORT

.
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Brief Description of the Middle School

..4 C -
AP

in 1968 -69, a long range 4velopment study culminated in a district-wide lan to
move to a school system of kindergarten through grade 5, grades 6 through 8, d grades 9
through 12. The planning and construction Hof the middle school I visit was the first

c1140n

step in this.p1an. haveThe school is estimated to cost 6.2 million ars and was com-

ildiiig includes a planetarium, three gymnasia (one large,one small, one forit°
missio A° incorporate the educational needs that were two years in p ning. This
beauti 1 an

ith special physical problems), a swimming pool, a small theatre, and extensive
music facilities.' The theatre and swimming poo.. ), can be securedfrom the rest of the 4

t c school and are available for use bythecommunity.0

The school is divide into three clusters or houses: ea house contains approxi-
mately 320 students from 11 three grades, and classroom space for communication arts,
mathematics; science, social sciences and 8 reading laboratory. Another section of he

building contains classroom space for unified arts: art, sewingcooking, typing, graphics

and shop. The three'houses and the unified arts area surround a learning resources center
and the planetarium.' (The'reader is referred to"the attached schematic representation of

the school and its programs:) '

'---One of my first impressions was the order and cleanliness of the school: the walls,

flgors, etc?,, are immaculate. This in h school that has been in operation over two years.

It was only intalking with the teachers and especially the children, that I began

to understand e joy and pride with which this school is viewed.
This' school is like our home. Why would we want-tvrestroy things?
We would -only be hurting ourselves. (eighth-gradeAtudent)'

Q.,

Prided- or perhaps even more descriptive, an appreciation of the fatllities and oppor-
tunitied for learning,in this school - was evided9pd in almost every contact I had. This

and another-theme,athat of -providing -the children with "hands on" experience (to be
described later do this report) are the two overwhelming impressions I have of this school.
These two themes seem to permeate and 'direct the activities of all.concerned, teachers and

students alike.

4
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The principal of the :addle school is a dynamic lady who was quite instrumental in
the Manning of the school. She chose the middle school concept in order to "give back
to children a part of their childhood" by combining the security of the elementary school
environment (through the use of the three school clusters) with the independence of high
school (by allowing children to move freely from one class area to another and to select
"elective activities" during three periods each week). The school embraces the open
school concept, but in the words of the principal, in three impdrtant and integrated ways:

1. open curriculum with flexibility of ,p1snping;
2. open structure - the only "bells" are at opening and closing of school.

.7-Throughout the day, activities flow fluidly through fourteen time periods
called "mods," each lasting twenty-seven minutes;

3. open space - the definition of class area is subservient to curricular
needs.

Hurt pride is also itu.svi galy two weeks before my visit, the school board
voted to eliminaOf the.6 ouse:capilin" positions and replace them with one vice-
principal: A Reuse captain is a,half- ime teacher and half-time Sdministratoreach
relEtting gpecifically,to one of the t ree houses. Their duties included some of those of

eleMentary principal, relaking per onally to the students and teachers in a given
clu er; those of a,vice-principal, ssisting the principal with certain administrative
duties; and those of dekartment chairman, assuming Curricular responsibility for one of
the three aress Of unified arts, physical education or music educatidn.

The decision of the school board, presumably based upon economic considerations, is
4ewed by the princi.pal.ynd the teache.rs as the first move to eliminate the middle school

4Ptoncept in this distriaf. When I asked why the miale,school concept should be under
attack, the following reasons were advanced:.

- et

Membership on the board has changed sinde the decision to go to the K-5, 6-8,
9-12 plan. The current board does not care about the middle school idea.

Tie principals oftthe two junior high schools in this city do not want to
turn their schools, into middle schools.

(
Everyone is envious of

2

thfs beautiful schodi and the education program. If

they cannot have the same thing, they want to destroy it.

Honey has dried up. snnot afford to continue with the long range plan.

Changes in enrollment have resulted in a need to reallocate students to
buildings.

The observer can make no judgements on the
s

validity of the above reasons. It must be
emphatized, however, that these attitudes were reflected in almost all conversations. Only
he day before my visit, the above administrative changes had been effected, and this event
was continWlY noted. 'As one of the children commented: "There goes Mr. A,. He
llboks so sad because he used to be our house captain but now he is just a' .teacher and we
can't talk /to him about problems and stuff anymore." A newspaper clipping was attached to
the original report that expressed the situation as viewed by the teachers at this school.

Issues in Mind Priorto this Site Visit

Li
Newspaper clippings and conversations with the site observer prepared me'to look for

the'issues outlined below. While not all were in evidence, it must be noted that this
report 'ncompasses only one schoorn this district.
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Budget cuts: How have they affected the curricular program, especially in science?

Budgeting constraints appear to be operational in the apparent move to
depart from the middle school concept in this district. They may be playing
a role with the teachers and administrators at other schools who do not have
the facilities of the middle school. In the middle school itself, however,
budget problems were not highly visible. The equipment and materials appear
to be adequate, even luxurious compared to most schools. With respect to
staffing, the highly qualified media specialist is actually filling a media
technician position. And, of course, budget problems are the reason given
by the board for eliminating the three house captain positions. It should
be noted that the principal has been aggressive in obtaining funding for
some programs, e.g., Title III E-SEA Staff Development Funds, Title I funds
for reading laboratories.

Development of program objectives: is this activity seen as a concern or a need?

1 considerable curriculum development effort occurred in the planning of
this school. However, no reference to this issue was made by any teacher.
When queried, teachers generally replied that they knew what their curri-
cular objectives were and had incorporated these goals into the instruc-
tional program. Not seen as a problem here.

Decline in student enrollments:, how this impacted curricular programs.

Appaiently not a problem in this new school that incorporated the sixth
grades froM area schools and the seventh and eighth grades ftom the
Nearby high school. However, changing enrollment paperns may be part
of the reason for the apparent move away from the long range development
plan.

Back to the baeicsf is there altenewed emphasis on basic skills?

"We've never left the basics" is a phrase often heard in this school.
And, indeed, the emphasis on "hands on" experience was cited by some
teachers as evidence of, their commitment to basic ide#s and concepts..

,Conversely, numerous comments were made about the lack of basic abilities,
of many of the students. Three programs are used to address the problems
Of children who are deficient in basic skills,, but questions still remain-
about their success:

1. Individualized instruction programs are operational in mathematics
and science (ISCS).

The mathematics program is excellent. The kids learn froT,it4and
I like it, but it can't be the only program. You also negd a
teacher whO knows the subject matter at that level and incorpo-
rates his or he'r knowledge into,the individualized program. You
can't just put a kid into the program and let him or her go for
years or even months without the teacher helping along. It's
really an advantage to the brighter students who understand what
they read. They can read the directions al progress at a much
f&ster rate. But with the slower children ho have problems with
reading - they probably don't progress as fast as they could
otheruise.

1

--- Mathematics teacher
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The science-program is great for kids this age. Ordinarily they

don't get any physical sciences unless they take chemistry and
physics in high school. Here they get an integrated program in

the seventh and eighth grades. The sixth grade gets only one and

Aa half hours of science a week; not nearly enough: I try just to
get them ready for lab activities for the next year. In this
program, they go at their own pace and perform the experiments
themselves. They really enjoy it.',. We had several kids in science

competition this year - I think this is primarily because they've
had a chance to actually do things themselves.

--- Science teacher

2.' kemedial reading program.

Children who.have reading problems identified are referred to the
reading laboratories for special assistance. Specific reading ac-
tivities are designed and ,individual instruction is delivered.

3. The school store.

Approximately fifty children of "average or higher ability" but who
have reading or math problems work with a remedial teacher in

-.operating the student store. The teacher, a former businesS man
with subsequent training in both mathematics and English, also
holds Special small group learning sessions with these students.
The basic idea is to "teach the children that basic skills are
required in wryday life activities." The children keep track

of the invenility, make sales and figure change. In addition, they
write and deliver commercials for the store via the daily closed
circuit television program (to be described in the next section).
The store operates during the last time period on_three days each

week. Unfortunately, I was unable to view this operation in action.

k

Additional Notes on Issues/Themes Noted During the Site Visit

Individualized instruction. As mentioned above, the individualized ISCS science

program is viewed as an excellent way for children to be motivated to learn. Two science

classes were observe 0 in which children were performing various types of experiments. One

group was subsequently interviewed and it was apparent that the children did not really

know what they had beep doing. They were following the text outline for the experiment
but were not reading the text information, consisting of eight or ten pages, that accom

panied the experimenj. When asked whether they had earlier read the text, they replied:

"No, we don't have time for that."

One boy told his taco classmates that the answer to question 2e was "No."
"No, what?" asked one of the classmates.
"It doesn't matter," replied another, "Just get the answer down."

During the math class, one girl was observed taking a pretest. She explained .to me

that she was ready to check her pretest answers against the key. For each of five skill

areas, if she does not get a certain proportion correct, she must work the skill pages for

that section. When checking her answers against the key, she incorrectly "passed" herself

on one of the skill areas. Question: do we simply assume that "deficiencies" that slip by

will be caught on the next pretest?

Individualized instruction is the only way to handle a heterogeneous

groUp of students. I have all levels in this class and cannot possibly

29
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workwith thirty students. They help each other, of course, but
I have.to supplement the material with Zectur

MatheMaki:....s teacher

I
Difficulty level of materials. This issue y.7as raised only by the social science

teachers. Of possible interest is the.fact that this is the only area (of science, math,
social science) in which an individualized curriculum i not Iterative.

The seventh and eighth grade materialS are not bad. But the sixth
grade text is too difficult, even for the good students. It's way
above their heads. We only have the text - no supplementary materials
to go along with it. So much of the kindergarten through grade five

science :curriculum is just memoY.i2ation of facts. But here we're
.really trying to introduce thinking about the social sciences in a
locical way.: It should overlap .with the other disciplines. But the
text is impossible.. I don't have much hope for any changes unless we
could get 'supplervntary materials.

--r Soci'al Science teacher

9

"Hands on" learning. As mentioned above, the opportunity to do, to experience, was
frequently mentioned as one of the best qualtties of this school's curriculum.. Previously
described'are the science and mathematics programs that integrate an individualized
approach with the opportunity to perform experiments. In addition, the schodl store incor-
porates a unique philosophy related to "learning through, doing.'1. Other activities also
`deserve mention as reflecting this generaLattitude.

The Learning Resource Center is literally the centerof the school. A well-equipped
library is surrounded by comfortable lounge chairs. The number and variety of books,
including multiple copies, is most impressiVe. A glance at the library checkout cards in
the back of the books did not indicate a high degree of utilization, however. The Learn-
ing Center is open only during school hours and may be used for fifteen minutes before
school, during the last period of the day or when a teacher sends students to the Center.
When I asked why the Center was available on such a limited basis, I was told that kids
this 'age are not as interested in libraries ,as are grduate students. I wonder.

Around the Learning Resource Center' are twenty-four carrels with plug-in head sets
and dial-up units. The children may dial (by pushing buttons similar to a touch-tone
telephone) any one of thirty-two recorded audio programs. This.facirity is maintained by
the media specialist and\some programs are changed weekly. Examples of use include the
German program in which eight- Or ten- minute tapes are recorded weekly. Also available
are tapes on photography, short 'plays, topics in social science. This facility is exten-
sively utilized by the reading laboratories that can also remotely access the audio tapes.
Equipment is aVailable to. record and immedi ly play back. An experimental use of this
facility has been to record lepsons for chi ren with reading Problems, so they might listen
as they read along. Another teacher request some music. It is possible to record the
audio.tapes from almost any source: other tapes, records, live performance. The kids love
it. The teachers seem to be using it quite extensively.

Another program using the "hands on" approach is the closed-circuit television. 'This
project is organized by tie media specialist. Each morning a seven-minute program is
broadcast to all classrooirs.. The program Consists of "local" news, the weather for that
day, upcoming events, announcements, etc. Included are the commercials for the local store.

.
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The program opened with the Pledge of.Allegiance and the Star-Spangled

Banner. One girl operated the camera that was directed to a flag pinned
upon thewall while another girl was focussing her camera on the two
"anchorpersons'of the day.'" Another student was operating the controls
to ditermine which camera was "live" - televising the picture. Still

another student was queuing up the video tape of the commercial that had
been shot earlier that week. Another was operating the music level for
fade in and fade out.

/?he too newscasters read their bulletins for the diay with some rather
professional switching prom one to the other. The backdrop was set

up for rear projection d another student was operating the rear

slide projector to ch e the background scene- as appropriate. The -
weather forecast was given for the day.

The entire thing looked like grand chaos. Eleven children running
this show. One girl could notset the commercial ready and the media
specialist quickly stepped over to help.

\

It was all over in seven minutes. It seemed like twenty to me. I was

a nervous wreck.

"A great show this morning," commented a teacher right after the pro-

gram. Another site observer had watched from one of the monitors in a
classroom - it all looked smooth from that end, he later reported to me.

ThroUghout the entire production, the media specialist was everywhere -
goarray and gently. "It's all in the idea of having fun. And they're

Learning that this is not ao frightening. Anyone can work cameras

and, produce shows. Tomorrow we're going to try to videotape the
weather portion of the program outside; just before school starts,
and then play it during the program."

--- Notes from the observer

Science is for the future.

Visitor: Why is science important?

0(
Student: Because we need scientists to go to the mo

4
and make important

discoveries.

Visitor: But not everyone will be a scientist, so why should all kids learn

about science?

Student: Because no one knows what he will be when he grows up and we have to

be prepared.... Anyway, even if we're not a scientist, lots of jobs

need some science.

Visitor: But what about people who don't work in a job tgatkeeds science? What

about mothers who stay home with their children?

Student: Well, they might want to go to work someday, and then they might need

science.

Though the above comments are from students, the science teachers expressed the same

ideas, albeit in more sophisticated language. Science is important because we might need

it someday. No reference to consumer need. More importantly, no reference to needing

science for today. Why?

Elizabeth K. Dawson'
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GORDON HOKE

.

GordsT Hoke, Associate. Professor of Education in the
Center fork.Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation

,(CIRCE), Universitm of Illinois College of Education, brings
to the CSSE'project a reputation as a specialist in innova-
tion and school-community relations. His experiences include

two years directing the Demonstration Project fo.p.441rerEduca-

tion of Gifted and Talented Children, Sterling, Illinois
(jointly sponsored by USOE, the Illinois Office of Education,
and the University of Illinois), and participating in several
research and evaluation projects with CIRCE. Currently on
sabbatical, he is conducting/ study of rural development in

industrialized societies.

Gordon received his Ph.D. from Michigan State University

in 1965. His background includes high school.and junior
college social studieS-inStruction, as well as teaching at

the university level. He has participated in numerous special
institutes and conferences, serving as a presenter at confer-
ences in Bucharest (1972), Toronto (1974), and Allertota Park

s (1976). In addition to his work through CIRCE with suZ4h
groups as teachers in early childhood education, and in coop-

erative
r-

extension services, Gordon has also served as a con-

sultant for a variety of educational and social service

institutions. These include state departments of eduCation,
community health service organizations, and numerous parochial
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and public school systems throughout the nation. Among his
publications are articles on the "custodial obligations" of
British and American secondary schools (Comparative Education,
March 1966), and on community involvement in public schools
(Illinois Principal, Fall 1973 and Spring 1975). He is also
the author of. Goodbye to Yesterday: 7alent Development in a .

Changing Era, a report of a school-community study in Effing-
°ham, Illinois, 1971-72.

Gordon and his wife, Marilee, and their three daughters
currently live in Champaign, Illinois. He is, however, an
aspiring member of the Chamber of Commerce of Arthur, Illinois,
and is known in CIRCE circles as Arthur's "Chief Booster."
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